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From: F. Mark Reinhart 
To: Lawrence Burkhart; awrenceChandler; Mitzi Young C.  

Date: 111710 
Subject: Re: DAVIS-BESSE ORDER 

Larry, 

Given all that has been said last night and this morning, we are working on making the Section IV tighter.  

The substance should be the same with maybe fewer numeric specifics.  

Mark 

>>> Lawrence Burkhart 11/07/01 09:22AM >>> 
Larry, 

I think that I misstated the status of my changes in the version that I sent to all last night. I made some of 

the changes you recommended. There were others that I wanted to talk to the staff about to see if they 

were comfortable with the changes. My intent was to do that first thing this morning. Also, Mitzi and I had 

already agreed on some changes and I wanted to incorporate those along with some of yours and get that 

out to Mark so that he could work on Section IV as we discussed yesterday. I didn't make any of the 

changes to Section IV because of Mark's efforts (Mark has your red-line strikout file from yesterday).  

I want you to know that I am still looking at all of your comments from yesterday (and your mark up today).  

Sorry about the confusion.  

Larry.  

>>> Lawrence Chandler 11/07/01 08:53AM >>> I, 
LARRY: Unfortunately, many of my prior comments were NOT made in the most recent revision. I've tried 

to mark it up again - the markup can be picked up from my secretary's counter at your convenience.  

Please also look over the redline/strikeout copy I provided yesterday.  

>>> Lawrence Burkhart 11/06/01 05:56PM >>> 
To all,"U 

Attached is the latest on the Davis-Besse order. OGC and I have gone through about 3 revisions today 

and it is getting better.  

We received comments from Larry Chandler on Tuesday afternoon (Mark R, Mitzi, and I were in 

attendance with Larry).  

I have made most of the changes that Larry suggested except where previous changes that Mitzi and I 

had already agreed upon were made and obviated the need for Larry's changes (Larry was working from a 

slightly earlier version).  

One change that Mark will work on is an attempt to tighten up the RIS 2001-02 discussion (i.e., Section IV) 

per our conversation with Larry and per his marked-up comments.  

Mark and Mitzi, 

Attached is my latest and a copy of Larry's red-line strike-out of his comments.  

CC: Allen Hiser; Andrea Lee; Bill Bateman; Dennis Dambly; Douglas Pickett; Giovanna
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Longo; Jack Strosnider; Jacob Zimmerman; Jin Chung; John Zwolinski; Keith Wichman; Richard 

Barrett; Steven Long
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